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Aquaculture Science and Engineering

2022-07-22

this book is about relevant recent research topics in understanding aquaculture for practical approaches aquatic science
engineering feed and nutrition immunology and health are reviewed the book includes information on why certain fish strains
differ in disease resistance all the current data on fish cell populations the regulation of the response by factors and the
major histocompatibility complex are explained in detail the book contains the chapters on nutrition feed and feed additives
ecology immunology microbiology toxicology biochemistry nanotechnology pharmacology and biotechnology among
other fields of basic and applied research over the past era scientists have recognized the importance of nutrition in
maintaining the health of humans and other animal species including fish humans and other terrestrial animals were the
focus of previous research on the links between nutrition immune response and disease resistance however attempts to
conduct similar studies using fish have met with limited success in the last two decades due to a lack of understanding of
the immune response in fish in most facilities the animals are kept at relatively high densities causing stress and disease
problems are the challenges that we face today and this book opens up the exciting new area of research to truly
understand the relationship between fish genetics and immune reactivity the aquatic immune system turns out to be a
crucial reference as aquatic products are increasingly used as model systems for vertebrate immune systems this book
provides that the research students and scientists with a useful text on the latest knowledge of the aquatic feed and
nutrition immune system cutting edge technologies draws everyone s attention to the practice of small scale aquaculture
and provides a guide on how to responsibly use the water ecosystem and the steps needed to develop test and market fish
vaccines the chapters will serve as introductions to these fields and up to date reviews of recent research advances this
book is intended for a wide range of readers including nutritionists disease specialists feed formulators students extension
specialists and farmers as well as university teachers graduates and doctoral students in zoology physiology
aquaculture and biology in general
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Advances in Metrology and Measurement of Engineering Surfaces

2020-06-15

this book presents the select proceedings of the international conference on functional material manufacturing and
performances icfmmp 2019 the book covers broad aspects of several topics involved in the metrology and measurement of
engineering surfaces and their implementation in automotive bio manufacturing chemicals electronics energy construction
materials and other engineering applications the contents focus on cutting edge instruments methods and standards in the
field of metrology and mechanical properties of advanced materials given the scope of the topics this book can be useful
for students researchers and professionals interested in the measurement of surfaces and the applications thereof

Carp genetic resources for aquaculture in Asia

2005

there are over 1300 species of cyprinids in asia and these are utilized by people for food capture fisheries and aquaculture
and as ornamental species this publication focuses on cyprinid species that are bred in hatcheries and used in aquaculture
and restocking activities introduced and threatened species of cyprinids in asia are also discussed we are well aware that
we have not covered many other cyprinid species that are utilized by people in asia in various ways wild species in capture
fisheries self recruiting species in aquaculture ponds and other water bodies and aquarist species

Advances in Chemical Engineering II

2012-07-26

these are the proceedings of the 2012 international conference on chemical engineering and advanced materials ceam 2012
the conference provided a forum for the discussion of new developments recent progress and innovations in chemical
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engineering and advanced materials and addressed all aspects of these fields emphasis was placed on current and future
challenges in research and development for both academia and industry especially long term fundamental research aimed at
discovering novel phenomena processes and tools

Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Frontiers of Intelligent
Computing: Theory and Applications (FICTA) 2014

2014-10-17

this volume contains 95 papers presented at ficta 2014 third international conference on frontiers in intelligent
computing theory and applications the conference was held during 14 15 november 2014 at bhubaneswar odisha india this
volume contains papers mainly focused on data warehousing and mining machine learning mobile and ubiquitous computing ai
e commerce distributed computing and soft computing evolutionary computing bio inspired computing and its applications

Engineering Solutions for CO2 Conversion

2021-07-19

a comprehensive guide that offers a review of the current technologies that tackle co2 emissions the race to reduce co2
emissions continues to be an urgent global challenge engineering solutions for co2 conversion offers a thorough guide to
the most current technologies designed to mitigate co2 emissions ranging from co2 capture to co2 utilization approaches
with contributions from an international panel representing a wide range of expertise this book contains a multidisciplinary
toolkit that covers the myriad aspects of co2 conversion strategies comprehensive in scope it explores the chemical
physical engineering and economical facets of co2 conversion engineering solutions for co2 conversion explores a broad
range of topics including linking cfd and process simulations membranes technologies for efficient co2 capture conversion
biogas sweetening technologies plasma assisted conversion of co2 and much more this important resource addresses a
pressing concern of global environmental damage caused by the greenhouse gases emissions from fossil fuels contains a
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review of the most current developments on the various aspects of co2 capture and utilization strategies incldues
information on chemical physical engineering and economical facets of co2 capture and utilization offers in depth insight
into materials design processing characterization and computer modeling with respect to co2 capture and conversion
written for catalytic chemists electrochemists process engineers chemical engineers chemists in industry photochemists
environmental chemists theoretical chemists environmental officers engineering solutions for co2 conversion provides the
most current and expert information on the many aspects and challenges of co2 conversion

Fish Genetics Research in Member Countries and Institutions of the International
Network on Genetics in Aquaculture

2001

plant fibers their composites and applications provides a systematic and comprehensive account of recent research into
plant fibers including the synthesis of plant fiber reinforced polymer composites characterization techniques and a broad
spectrum of applications plant fibers have generated great interest among material scientists due to their characteristics
which include availability low cost biodegradability easy processability excellent thermo mechanical properties low
acoustic properties they have been proven to be excellent replacements for synthetic fibers and have found applications in
advanced polymer composites coverage includes every stage of working with plant fibers including synthesis processing
characterization applications recycling and life cycle assessment of plant fibers and their composites drawing on work
from leading researchers in industry academia government and private research institutions across the globe this is a
definitive one stop reference for anyone working with plant fibers addresses emerging applications of plant fiber reinforced
polymer composites in automotive aerospace and construction and building applications provides detailed coverage of the
modern processing technologies and synthesis for plant fibers and their composites includes valuable technical information
relating to a range of new and nonconventional plant fibers
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Plant Fibers, their Composites, and Applications

2022-05-10

in this book readers will explore the fundamental concepts and applications of integral transformations including laplace
fourier and mellin transforms among others with clear explanations and real world examples this book provides a deep
understanding of the power and versatility of integral transformations whether you re a student researcher or
practitioner in the fields of mathematics or engineering physics this book is an invaluable resource for understanding and
applying integral transformations to a wide range of problems

Mechanical Engineering

1962

this book features high quality research papers presented at the 4th international conference on advanced computing and
intelligent engineering icacie 2019 department of computer science rama devi women s university bhubaneswar odisha india it
includes sections describing technical advances and contemporary research in the fields of advanced computing and
intelligent engineering which are based on the presented articles intended for postgraduate students and researchers
working in the discipline of computer science and engineering the book also appeals to researchers in the domain of
electronics as it covers hardware technologies and future communication technologies

Application of Integral Transforms in Mathematical Physics and Engineering Book

2023-04-14

this book features a collection of high quality peer reviewed research papers presented at the 7th international conference
on innovations in computer science engineering icicse 2019 held at guru nanak institutions hyderabad india on 16 17 august
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2019 written by researchers from academia and industry the book discusses a wide variety of industrial engineering and
scientific applications of the emerging techniques in the field of computer science

Progress in Advanced Computing and Intelligent Engineering

2020-11-09

this book presents the select proceedings of the international conference on civil engineering trends and challenges for
sustainability ctcs 2021 it discusses emerging and latest research and advances in sustainability in different areas of
civil engineering providing solutions to sustainable development various topics covered include sustainable construction
technology building materials structural engineering transportation and traffic engineering geotechnical engineering
environmental engineering water resources engineering remote sensing and gis applications this book will be of potential
interest to researchers and professionals working in sustainable civil engineering and related fields

Innovations in Computer Science and Engineering

2020-03-03

this book comprises select proceedings of the international conference on recent innovations and developments in
mechanical engineering ic ridme 2018 the book contains peer reviewed articles covering thematic areas such as fluid
mechanics renewable energy materials and manufacturing thermal engineering vibration and acoustics experimental
aerodynamics turbo machinery and robotics and mechatronics algorithms and methodologies of real time problems are
described in this book the contents of this book will be useful for both academics and industry professionals
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Bulletin of the Institution of Engineers (India).

1988

this volume comprises select papers presented during the indian geotechnical conference 2018 discussing issues and
challenges relating to the characterization of geomaterials modelling approaches and geotechnical engineering education
with a combination of field studies laboratory experiments and modelling approaches the chapters in this volume address
some of the most widely investigated geotechnical engineering topics this volume will be of interest to researchers and
practitioners alike

Recent Advances in Civil Engineering

2022-06-26

this book presents endeavors to join synergies in order to create added value for society using the latest scientific
knowledge to boost technology transfer from academia to industry it potentiates the foundations for the creation of
knowledge and entrepreneurial cooperation networks involving engineering innovation and entrepreneurship stakeholders the
regional helix 2018 conference was organized at the university of minho s school of engineering by the metrics and
algoritmi research centers and took place in guimar�es portugal from june 27th to 29th 2018 after a rigorous peer
review process 160 were accepted for publication covering a wide range of topics including control automation and
robotics mechatronics design medical devices and wellbeing cyber physical systems iot and industry 4 0 innovations in
industrial context and advanced manufacturing new trends in mechanical systems development advanced materials and
innovative applications waste to energy and sustainable environment operational research and industrial mathematics
innovation and collaborative arrangements entrepreneurship and internationalization and oriented education for
innovation engineering and or entrepreneurship
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Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2020-01-16

this book focuses on the conventional breeding approach and on the latest high throughput genomics tools and genetic
engineering biotechnological interventions used to improve rice quality it is the first book to exclusively focus on rice as
a major food crop and the application of genomics and genetic engineering approaches to achieve enhanced rice quality in
terms of tolerance to various abiotic stresses resistance to biotic stresses herbicide resistance nutritional value
photosynthetic performance nitrogen use efficiency and grain yield the range of topics is quite broad and exhaustive making
the book an essential reference guide for researchers and scientists around the globe who are working in the field of rice
genomics and biotechnology in addition it provides a road map for rice quality improvement that plant breeders and
agriculturists can actively consult to achieve better crop production

Geotechnical Characterization and Modelling

2020-09-18

recent advancements and innovations in medical image and data processing have led to a need for robust and secure
mechanisms to transfer images and signals over the internet and maintain copyright protection the handbook of research on
information security in biomedical signal processing provides emerging research on security in biomedical data as well as
techniques for accurate reading and further processing while highlighting topics such as image processing secure access
and watermarking this publication explores advanced models and algorithms in information security in the modern
healthcare system this publication is a vital resource for academicians medical professionals technology developers
researchers students and practitioners seeking current research on intelligent techniques in medical data security
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Innovation, Engineering and Entrepreneurship

2018-06-02

advances in bio based fibres moving towards a green society describes many novel natural fibers their specific synthesis and
characterization methods their environmental sustainability values their compatibility with polymer composites and a
wide range of innovative commercial engineering applications as bio based fiber polymer composites possess excellent
mechanical electrical and thermal properties along with highly sustainable properties they are an important technology
for manufacturers and materials scientists seeking to improve the sustainability of their industries this cutting edge book
draws on the latest industry practice and academic research to provide advice on technologies with applications in
industries including packaging automotive aerospace biomedical and structural engineering provides technical data on
advanced material properties including electrical and rheological gives a comprehensive guide to appraising and applying
this technology to improve sustainability including lifecycle assessment and recyclability includes advice on the latest
modeling techniques for designing with these materials

Rice Research for Quality Improvement: Genomics and Genetic Engineering

2020-10-31

this book presents the select proceedings of the international conference on civil engineering trends and challenges for
sustainability ctcs 2020 the chapters discuss emerging and latest research and advances in sustainability in different
areas of civil engineering which aim to provide solutions to sustainable development the contents are broadly divided into
the following categories construction technology and building materials structural engineering transportation and
geotechnical engineering environmental and water resources engineering and rs gis applications this book will be of
potential interest to beginners researchers and professionals working in the area of sustainable civil engineering and
related fields
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Handbook of Research on Information Security in Biomedical Signal Processing

2018-04-13

improve the quality and productivity of your crops through selecting positive and effective interactive core microbiomes
as microbial cells are present in overwhelming numbers in our soil it is perhaps inevitable that microbes are found
extensively in plant and animal tissue the role of microbiomes on the regulation of physiological processes in animals has
been extensively researched in recent years but the overarching role of the plant microbiome has yet to be discovered core
microbiome improving crop quality and productivity is an attempt to remediate some of that deficit as the first book to
summarize feature of microbial communities that make up the plant microbiome there is substantial evidence that these
communities are crucial in disease control enhanced nutrient acquisition and stress tolerance a feature more important
than ever due to climate change a further focus on improving how core microbiomes interact so that they are both
phenotypically and genotypically very adaptive and sustainable will allow the reader to improve the quality and
productivity of crops so that they may be considered sustainable agriculture core microbiome readers will also find
descriptions of the basic structure of core microbiomes and their functions across various habitats new and cutting edge
trends and technological innovations highlighted that use core microbiomes to harness plant microbiome interaction the
structure classification and biotechnological applications of aquatic core microbiomes in addition to the material on
plant microbiomes as a broad introduction to the interaction of core microbiome and plant productivity core microbiome is
ideal for researchers and scientists working in the field of environmental science environmental microbiology and waste
management similarly undergraduate and graduate students in these fields as well as in agriculture biotechnology
biosciences and life and environmental sciences will also benefit from this work

World Guide to Universities - Internationales Universit�ts-Handbuch

1976

there has been a worldwide increase in the demand for medicinal plants that aid the immune system and considerable progress
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has been made in plant based drug development herbs shrubs and trees of potential medicinal benefits examines how plants are
used in the development of drugs preventing and treating cancer hepatitis asthma influenza hiv and other diseases by
manipulating a variety of bioactive molecules found in these plant parts the book analyses how plants may strengthen
human immunity improve mood and brain function enhance blood and oxygen circulation boost the healing processes and
maintain blood pressure though many herbs shrubs and trees have been identified for developing healthcare products many of
them require further exploration for potential usage this volume in the exploring medicinal plants series presents
information on herbs shrubs and trees discussing traditional knowledge chemical derivatives and potential benefits of these
items features identifies and highlights some medicinal herbs shrubs and or trees around the world presenting overall
potential benefits to human health explores important medicinal plants for their bioactive constituents and
phytochemicals discusses medicinal herbs shrubs and or trees for their uses in herbal drug preparation written by an
international panel of plant scientists this book is an essential resource to students pharmacists and chemists it provides
valuable information on fundamental chemical principles modes of action and product formulation of bioactive natural
products derived from plants for medical applications

Advances in Bio-Based Fiber

2021-12-01

this book focuses on the key areas and issues related to natural fibers and their reinforced polymer composites it begins
with an introduction and classification of natural fibers and their different extraction methods followed by
characterization techniques further this book gives solutions to improved adhesion between natural fibers and different
polymer matrices via different chemical physical and biological treatment methods fabrication procedures and
characterization techniques for development and testing of composites including processing development and
characterization have been included as well applications of these composite materials for food packaging and structural
and semi structural applications are also explained features describes the extraction process of natural fibers with
comparisons covers the fundamental concepts for the characterization of natural fiber composites includes a
comparative study of different polymer matrices provides insight about various fabrication methods discusses diverse
applications of these novel materials and the scope for commercialization and entrepreneurship this book is aimed at
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graduate students and researchers in materials polymers composites and characterization textile engineering chemical civil
and mechanical engineering

Sustainability Trends and Challenges in Civil Engineering

2021-09-02

this book gathers high quality papers presented at the fifth international conference on smart trends in computing and
communications smartcom 2021 organized by global knowledge research foundation gr foundation from march 2 3 2021
it covers the state of the art and emerging topics in information computer communications and effective strategies for
their use in engineering and managerial applications it also explores and discusses the latest technological advances in and
future directions for information and knowledge computing and its applications

Core Microbiome

2022-05-10

this book contains multidisciplinary advancements in healthcare and technology through artificial intelligence ai the
topics are crafted in such a way to cover all the areas of healthcare that require ai for further development some of the
topics that contain algorithms and techniques are explained with the help of source code developed by the chapter
contributors the book covers the advancements in ai and healthcare from the covid 19 pandemic and also analyzes the
readiness and need for advancements in managing yet another pandemic in the future most of the technologies addressed in
this book are added with a concept of encapsulation to obtain a cookbook for anyone who needs to reskill or upskill
themselves in order to contribute to an advancement in the field this book benefits students professionals and anyone from
any background to learn about digital disruptions in healthcare
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Herbs, Shrubs, and Trees of Potential Medicinal Benefits

2022-06-20

computational science and engineering contains peer reviewed research presented at the international conference on
computational science and engineering rcc institute of information technology kolkata india 4 6 october 2016 the
contributions cover a wide range of topics electronic devices photonics electromagnetics soft computing artificial
intelligence modern communication systems focussing on strong theoretical and methodological approaches and
applications computational science and engineering will be of interest to academia and professionals involved or interested
in the above mentioned domains

Natural Fiber Composites

2022-07-06

the year 2022 marks the 100th birth anniversary of kathleen hylda valerie booth who wrote the first assembly language
and designed the assembler and auto code for the first computer systems at birkbeck college university of london she helped
design three different machines including the arc automatic relay calculator sec simple electronic computer and ape x
school of computer science and engineering under the aegis of lovely professional university pays homage to this great
programmer of all times by hosting booth100 6th international conference on computing sciences

Journal of Plant Diseases and Plant Protection

2004

the book contains select proceedings of the 3rd international conference on data engineering and applications idea 2021 it
includes papers from experts in industry and academia that address state of the art research in the areas of big data data
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mining machine learning data science and their associated learning systems and applications this book will be a valuable
reference guide for all graduate students researchers and scientists interested in exploring the potential of big data
applications

Smart Trends in Computing and Communications

2021-10-25

due to the growing use of web applications and communication devices the use of data has increased throughout various
industries it is necessary to develop new techniques for managing data in order to ensure adequate usage the handbook of
research on pattern engineering system development for big data analytics is a critical scholarly resource that examines
the incorporation of pattern management in business technologies as well as decision making and prediction process through
the use of data management and analysis featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as business intelligence
feature extraction and data collection this publication is geared towards professionals academicians practitioners and
researchers seeking current research on the development of pattern management systems for business applications

Computational Intelligence for Clinical Diagnosis

2023-06-05

this book comprises selected papers from the international conference on civil engineering trends and challenges for
sustainability ctcs 2019 the book presents latest research in several areas of civil engineering such as construction and
structural engineering geotechnical engineering environmental engineering and sustainability and geographical information
systems with a special emphasis on sustainable development the book covers case studies and addresses key challenges in
sustainability the scope of the contents makes the book useful for students researchers and professionals interested in
sustainable practices in civil engineering
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Computational Science and Engineering

2016-12-19

the book features selected high quality papers presented at international conference on electrical and electronics
engineering iceee 2022 jointly organized by university of malaya and bharath institute of higher education and research
india during january 8 9 2022 at ncr new delhi india the book focuses on current development in the fields of electrical and
electronics engineering the book covers electrical engineering topics power and energy including renewable energy power
electronics and applications control and automation and instrumentation and covers the areas of robotics artificial
intelligence and iot electronics devices circuits and systems wireless and optical communication rf and microwaves vlsi
and signal processing the book is beneficial for readers from both academia and industry

Computer Science Engineering and Emerging Technologies

2024-06-07

this book consists of select proceedings of the 1st international conference on sustainable technologies and advances in
automation aerospace and robotics staaar 2022 this book focuses on advancements in the fields of robotics and
automation applications of ai aerodynamics computational fluid dynamics material characterization renewable energy
computer aided engineering design rapid prototyping aerospace engineering and dynamics and vibrations the major topics in the
book include industry 4 0 applications of additive manufacturing in biomedical automotive and aviation industries implants
and prosthesis applications in human body applications of latest technologies such as machine learning iot static and
dynamic balancing force transmissibility advanced mechanisms etc this book provides vital information to researchers
academicians and industrialists to enhance their knowledge in the field of recent advancements in the field of mechanical
engineering
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Data, Engineering and Applications

2022-10-11

experts in research industry and academia cover recent trends and state of the art solutions in computer and
communications engineering focusing specifically on real time applications of electronics communications computing and
information technology the volume provides sound theoretical and application oriented knowledge with a special focus on
the development of safety critical networks and integrated electrical and electronics systems the volume also features
numerous new algorithms that assist in solving computer and communication engineering problems

Handbook of Research on Pattern Engineering System Development for Big Data
Analytics

2018-04-20

this book includes papers presented at the 3rd international conference on electronic engineering and renewable energy iceere
2022 which focus on the application of artificial intelligence techniques emerging technology and the internet of things in
electrical and renewable energy systems including hybrid systems micro grids networking smart health applications smart
grid mechatronics and electric vehicles it particularly focuses on new renewable energy technologies for agricultural and
rural areas to promote the development of the euro mediterranean region given its scope the book is of interest to
graduate students researchers and practicing engineers working in the fields of electronic engineering and renewable energy

Trends in Civil Engineering and Challenges for Sustainability

2020-09-28
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data science is a multi disciplinary field that uses scientific methods processes algorithms and systems to extract
knowledge and insights from structured labeled and unstructured unlabeled data it is the future of artificial intelligence
ai and a necessity of the future to make things easier and more productive in simple terms data science is the discovery of
data or uncovering hidden patterns such as complex behaviors trends and inferences from data moreover big data
analytics data analytics are the analysis mechanisms used in data science by data scientists several tools such as
hadoop r etc are used to analyze this large amount of data to predict valuable information and for decision making note
that structured data can be easily analyzed by efficient available business intelligence tools while most of the data 80
of data by 2020 is in an unstructured form that requires advanced analytics tools but while analyzing this data we
face several concerns such as complexity scalability privacy leaks and trust issues data science helps us to extract
meaningful information or insights from unstructured or complex or large amounts of data available or stored virtually
in the cloud data science and data analytics opportunities and challenges covers all possible areas applications with
arising serious concerns and challenges in this emerging field in detail with a comparative analysis taxonomy features gives
the concept of data science tools and algorithms that exist for many useful applications provides many challenges and
opportunities in data science and data analytics that help researchers to identify research gaps or problems identifies many
areas and uses of data science in the smart era applies data science to agriculture healthcare graph mining education
security etc academicians data scientists and stockbrokers from industry business will find this book useful for designing
optimal strategies to enhance their firm s productivity

Innovations in Electrical and Electronic Engineering

2022-04-13

Recent Advances in Mechanical Engineering

2023-07-24
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Computing and Communications Engineering in Real-Time Application Development

2022-09-22

Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Electronic Engineering and
Renewable Energy Systems

2023-04-11

Dissertation Abstracts International

2001

Commonwealth Universities Yearbook

1996

Data Science and Data Analytics

2021-09-22
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